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Abstract
Aircraft noise is a major obstacle to the growth of aviation. This thesis presents an
adaptive onboard real-time optimization algorithm and an Air Traffic Control simulation
model that can minimize the aircraft approach noise and meet air traffic control targets
and restrictions.
The adaptive real-time optimization algorithm uses dynamic programming,
nonlinear optimization, and receding horizon control to generate approach procedures.
The resulting noise abatement trajectories compensate for environmental uncertainties,
provide more flexibility to air traffic controllers and pilots, and improve airport efficiency
while lowering community noise.
The Air Traffic Control simulation model simulates a fleet approach with noise
abatement approaches. Three different status displays are tested and compared in the
simulation, and the optimal displays for controller are explored in the thesis.
Thesis Supervisor: John-Paul Clarke, Sc.D.
Title: Associate Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Environmental Impact
The environmental impacts due to aircraft operations have been impeding the
progress of commercial aviation for decades. These impacts include aircraft noise and
emissions. Aircraft noise has generated numerous complaints from residents near
airports who in turn obstruct the construction of new runways. The result is a lack of
enough runways at many major airports increasing aircraft fuel consumption and
airport congestion. Aircraft emissions, on the other hand, impact both human health
and the natural environment.
1.1.1 Aircraft Noise Pollution
"Since the entry into service of the jet transport aircraft at the end of 1950's,
the increased number of flights in and out of airports and the increased density
of the urbanization have given rise to much greater intrusion of aircraft noise
on community life and hence to noise exposure. Community noise is today
cited as a major problem to be solved by the aircraft transport industry if its
current growth is to be pursued"
-- The Study of Optimization Procedures for
Decreasing the Impact of Noise Around
Airports (SOURDINE)-D5, April 28, 2000.1
Since the 1970's, there have been growing concerns about aircraft noise in the
vicinity of airports. In fact, the noise from aircraft approaching and departing airports
is the reason for a significant volume of complaints from surrounding residents. For
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instance, Boston's Logan Airport received 2638 and 1723 noise complaints during the
years 2002 and 2003, respectively.
As a consequence, community resistance to airport expansion has impeded the
growth of air transportation. For example, on January 6, 2004, opponents of a new
Logan Airport runway returned to the state Supreme Judicial Court for the third time
in the past thirty-five years to stop the $100 million new runway project.2
1.1.2 Emissions Impact
The primary emissions from jet engines include nitrogen oxides (NOx),
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and smoke.3 There are two species of oxides of
nitrogen: nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), both of which are toxic and
could cause lung damage. Nitrogen oxides are atmospheric pollutants and highly
soluble in water. The dissolutions form nitrous acid and nitric acids, 4 which contribute
to corrosive acid rain. Acid rain can damage soils, lakes, forests, buildings and farms.
Moreover, researchers claim that abnormal levels of nitrogen oxides are lethal to
plants.4 Nitrogen dioxide also contributes to atmospheric reactions that produce
ground-level ozone or photochemical smog.5
1.2 Current Trends in Noise Reduction
Air commerce is convenient and is an enabler of economic as well as social
development. However, the noise from aircraft operating near airports causes a
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significant volume of complaints from residents in the vicinity of airports and
therefore impedes airport expansion and the growth of air transportation.
Several approaches have been investigated and implemented to mitigate the
noise impact near airports. One such solution is to build and operate quieter aircraft.
For example, designs for aircraft with reduced engine and airframe noise have been
developed and tested, and air carriers have been urged or in some cases forced to
replace their noisiest aircraft with new quieter aircraft. Another solution is to improve
the management of land use around airports. For instance, the government could
implement a land use plan to reduce the total area and number of schools, libraries,
hospitals and homes affected by significant airport-related noise. Many objectives of
these two approaches were achieved in the 1980's and 1990's. Nevertheless, with the
growth of aircraft operations, aircraft noise remains a major obstacle to the
development of aviation. For this reason, a third approach, developing noise
abatement procedures, has become the focus of aircraft noise reduction since the mid
1990's.
Environmental considerations for communities surrounding airports have
recently fostered the development of different noise abatement procedures.
Experiments have shown that setting engines to idle during final approach is an
effective technique to reduce the noise pollution from current aircraft during landing.
As a result, two noise abatement procedures featuring idle thrust setting during
approach, the Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) 7 and the Three Degree
Decelerating Approach (TDDA), 6 have been developed and tested by researchers.
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And, many busy airports throughout the world are benefiting from the Continuous
Descent Approach today.
............... Existing Approach
TDDA Approach
IIII~S. elk
.P its 2-
Figure 1-1. Existing Approach and Three-Degree Decelerating Approach
1.3 Airport Efficiency Impact
While the benefits of noise abatement procedures at idle thrust are clear, it is
difficult for controllers to maintain minimum separation between aircraft performing
noise abatement procedures. Experiments have shown that compared to conventional
approach procedures, noise abatement procedures require more predictive capabilities
from the air traffic controller, as well as more accurate trajectory tracking techniques
from the pilots.8
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1.4 Solutions
Two methodologies to mitigate the negative impact of noise abatement
procedures on airport efficiency have been developed and tested in this work. The
first method features an onboard optimization algorithm that could create the best
noise abatement trajectory based on real-time aircraft position and controllers'
requirements. In the second approach, a simulation model was designed, and
experiments were conducted with this model to determine the best displays for air
traffic controllers to achieve maximum airport throughput while maintaining
minimum separation between aircraft performing noise abatement approaches.
15

Chapter 2
Methodology Overview
2.1 Motivation
Aircraft descending at idle thrust are more sensitive to uncertainties in the
ambient wind conditions and in response of pilots to flap and gear extension queues.
Consequently, there are many possible trajectories for such aircraft, and the number
of these different trajectories increases with time. Therefore, developing a conflict
free plan for all aircraft is not easy. This is especially true given the fact descending at
idle thrust. It is very difficult just to predict the future position of a single.
Controllers give velocity, heading and altitude commands to pilots to maintain
separation between aircraft during approach. For example, when several aircraft are
approaching a runway in the same direction, controllers often set the same speed and
altitude limits for the neighboring aircraft to maintain their separation. With the
conventional approach procedure, pilots can quickly adjust the velocity and altitude of
their aircraft to satisfy controllers' requirements.
However, the continuous descent feature of noise abatement procedures makes
it very difficult to significantly change the aircraft altitude within a short time. For
example, if an aircraft approaches an airport with the Three Degree Decelerating
Approach, the aircraft will descent on a fixed three-degree slope, and the altitude of
this aircraft thus decreases slowly and smoothly. As a result, controllers cannot keep
the adjacent aircraft at the same altitude. Nevertheless, controllers constantly keep
17
aircraft at same altitudes (11,000 or 3,000 feet, for example) during approach if the
conventional Instrument Landing System approach is applied. In summary,
controllers are deprived of the altitude control of aircraft by noise reduction
procedures.
In response, controllers must increase the separation between aircraft
performing noise abatement approaches to compensate for uncertainties, and the
airport throughput consequently decreases. Therefore, the application of noise
abatement approaches nowadays is restricted to the times when airports are not busy.
2.2 Flexible Noise Abatement Trajectory
Because noise abatement procedures such as the Continuous Descent
Approach typically involve some sacrifice of airport efficiency in order to reduce
aircraft landing noise, use of the Continuous Descent Approach is frequently limited
to nighttime flights. However, if the Continuous Descent Approach procedure were
designed to be more flexible, so that pilots and air traffic controllers could respond to
the real-time constraints such as to slow down quickly to maintain separation with a
preceding aircraft that has deviated from its planned trajectory, noise abatement
procedures could be used during higher traffic loads. One way to achieve the desired
flexibility and thereby increase throughput is to provide pilots with a decision support
tool to help them replan low noise trajectories that meet new constraints imposed on
them by air traffic control.
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The algorithm for such a decision support tool is presented in Chapter Three.
This real-time algorithm may be used to compare and select noise abatement
procedures and give optimal approach trajectories based on the current states of the
aircraft, up-to-date commands from air traffic controllers, and other available
information. The methodology underlying this algorithm may be summarized as the
application of dynamic programming, linear and nonlinear optimization, and receding
horizon control to the problem of developing optimal noise abatement trajectories in a
changing environment. The framework of this algorithm is generally applicable to
other real-time optimization and trajectory planning problems.
Nevertheless, with the help of the onboard optimization software developed in
this research, pilots could execute speed and feasible altitude commands within noise
abatement trajectory limits. The software divides the trajectory into several sections
according to the contents of commands, and then optimizes each section over noise.
Controller's commands are integrated in the problem as the terminal condition for the
optimization problem.
2.3 Controller's Separating Ability Improvement
Another way to provide flexibility and thereby airport efficiency while
reducing noise would be to improve the ability of controllers to separate aircraft
performing noise abatement procedures. To that end, three techniques have been
developed in this thesis to help controllers achieve the minimum separation. First,
three aircraft status displays were designed and tested in an experiment. The results of
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that experiment indicate that one of the three displays was very effective in helping
controllers achieve the minimum separation without violating the separation
requirements. The subjects of the experiment also voted for their preferred display,
which was not the same as the most effective display.
Second, an algorithm was designed and implemented in software to help
controllers interpret the separation between aircraft. This software gives controllers
the information about current excessive separation. In addition, with the aid of a
relative velocity display, controllers could predict the future excessive space and
therefore achieve the minimum landing separation.
Third, controllers need a user-friendly control panel so as to effectively convey
commands. Moreover, an unambiguous and uncomplicated panel will help controllers
reduce error and thus enhance landing safety. Therefore, a control panel that eases the
control process and reduces error was designed in this work with the feedback from
display experiment subjects.
2.4 System Integration
This work demonstrates the practicality of applying noise abatement
procedures while mitigating their impacts on airport efficiency. In experiments, with
the real-time air traffic control simulation model, controllers might maximize airport
throughput while maintaining minimum separation between aircraft performing noise
reduction approach. In real life, controllers will give speed commands as well as
feasible altitude commands to pilot; and pilots will then track the noise abatement
20
trajectory generated onboard based on these commands. Therefore, by integrating the
two solutions presented in this thesis, both the pilot and the controller could have
more flexibility in controlling the aircraft during approach.
In addition, the two methods developed in this thesis encourage the application
of noise abatement procedures. On the one hand, if controllers have more control of
the position and speed of aircraft in noise abatement approaches, they might reduce
the separation between two adjacent aircraft during approach and land more aircraft
on a runway per hour. This improves the airport efficiency. On the other hand, if
pilots have more flexibility during approach compared to the current situation, they
will be more confident in noise reduction approaches and more likely to accept these
procedures. Consequently, their acceptance will boost the wide use of noise
abatement approaches.
21
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Chapter 3
Onboard Optimization Algorithm Design
3.1 Defining Problem
The objective in solving the onboard trajectory-planning problem is to
generate a real-time noise abatement approach trajectory within limited time. The cost
function of the problem is the approach noise of the aircraft. Engine noise and
airframe (aerodynamic) noise are the major components of aircraft approach noise.
For large aircraft with high bypass ratio engines descending at idle thrust, the engine
noise that is generated is small; therefore, the airframe noise can be equal to or even
higher than the engine noise. For the sake of simplicity, the approach noise is
modeled as airframe noise only.
There are several constraints on this problem. First, a trajectory generated with
the onboard algorithm must be composed of noise abatement approach procedures. To
implement this constraint, only allowable noise abatement procedures are used as
trajectory candidates. This work has adopted two of the most popular noise abatement
procedures, the Continuous Descent Approach and the Three Degree Decelerating
Approach, as eligible trajectories.
The second constraint is the aircraft performance limitation. The aircraft
performance constraints include acceleration and deceleration constraints, altitude,
and flap schedule.
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Another constraint is controllers' commands. As discussed in Chapter Two,
controllers give velocity and altitude commands to pilots during approach to guide the
landing process and maintain secure distance between adjacent aircraft. For that
reason, feasible approach trajectories must incorporate controllers' commands into the
trajectory planning for safety reasons.
3.2 Algorithm Structure
The real-time noise abatement trajectory is generated with dynamic
programming and nonlinear optimization in a receding horizon control framework.
Dynamic programming is an algorithmic technique in which an optimization problem
is solved by caching sub-problem solutions. The sub-problems are independent if
their transition conditions are fixed. An approach process can be divided into
sequential time stages and optimized with dynamic programming.
To solve an optimization problem, researchers need to find a solution in the
feasible region of the problem. In addition, this solution must correspond to the
minimum (or maximum) value of the objective function. In this work, the airframe
noise is the objective function, and the real-time noise abatement trajectory is
generated by optimizing the three-dimensional flight path using dynamic
programming.
Receding horizon control, also known as model predictive control, involves
the use of algorithms that repetitively solve an optimal control problem; the states in
the problem are updated frequently during the computation with the latest commands
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and information. The real-time updating of the states provides feedback to the system
and is a common feature of the process control industry. 10
Figure 3-1 demonstrates the process flow of the real-time trajectory generation
algorithm. First, with initial and terminal conditions and an undefined total approach
time, the algorithm applies dynamic programming to select the best noise abatement
procedure. The resulting three-dimensional path has the minimum estimated approach
time and fuel consumption.
Yes
Figure 3-1. Algorithm Flowcharts
Second, the nonlinear algorithm optimizes the selected path in terms of noise
to give a four-dimensional trajectory. Aircraft states including velocity, altitude, and
25
flap schedule during approach are calculated during the optimization. Moreover, an
estimated total approach time is also available after optimization.
If no significant deviation and/or new controller commands are presented, the
pilot will follow the four-dimensional trajectory until the landing process is complete.
However, if the aircraft deviates from the planned trajectory and the error exceeds a
specified tolerance, the current position will be updated, and the computing process
will start over-a new path with the current position considered as the initial
condition will be found, and this new path will be optimized with respect to noise.
Another possible situation is one in where the controller gives new commands to the
pilot during approach. If this happens, the algorithm will first divide the remaining
path into several stages based on the new en route commands, and then start a new
computation process that incorporates these new commands. Detailed information
about this method is presented in Section 3.3.
Figure 3-2 gives an example that explains the mechanism of the real-time
trajectory generation. When an aircraft was at position A, the algorithm designed a
noise abatement approach trajectory as represented by the solid line in this figure.
Later, when the aircraft followed this trajectory and arrived at position B, the
controller gave a new command to the pilot to decrease the aircraft's altitude to C,
which was lower than the scheduled path. The algorithm then designed a new
trajectory, as shown by the dashed line. The pilot tracked this dashed line, but at
position D, the aircraft encountered a gust and deviated from the scheduled trajectory,
to position E. The algorithm then adjusted the trajectory to the dash dot line. The pilot
tracked the new path and went back to the right path again when reached position F.
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After a while, at position G, the pilot received a command from the controller; and the
pilot was told to decelerate velocity faster than scheduled. This command indicated
that at some time t, the aircraft should be in position H instead of position I as just
planned. A new trajectory was thus developed, and this trajectory had the same three-
dimensional path as the previous one (overlap with the dash dot line), but it was a
different trajectory because it had a different velocity profile.
A B
C
D (-Gust
F G
H
New Command:
Lower Altitude
Reduce Velocity
(Slow Down)
Figure 3-2. An Example of the Trajectory Generation
27
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Chapter 4
Optimization Algorithm Realization and Results
4.1 Problem Formulation
4.1.1 Dynamic Programming Formulation
Definition of Stages and Alternatives at Each Stage
The approach path can be divided into stages by controllers. For example,
controllers might divide the approach into vertical segments with altitude boundaries
at 11000 feet, 7000 feet, and 3000 feet. Additionally, controllers might discretize
noise abatement procedures based on the flight path angle flown in each segment. The
resulting set of trajectories would then be as depicted in Figure 4-1, where all the
trajectories start at the airport but extend backward along different possible flight
paths.
29
115 20 25 30
Distance (nautical miles)
Figure 4-1. Dynamic Programming Stages of Path Selection
Stage Cost Computation
Stage cost can be defined and calculated according to optimization
requirements. An optimal procedure minimizes a parameter such as time, fuel
consumption, or emissions like NOx, C0 2, CO, and SO 2. A significant advantage of
dynamic programming is that the objective function might be a combination of
parameters with any given emphasis distribution.
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Backward Recursion
Take the stage selections in Figure 4-1 as an example. With the stage costs
defined as in Figure 4-2, the optimal path is generated with backward recursion,
which is more efficient than forward recursion in computation.
F CC(X,Y) = cost from x to y
C (Z,F~ C(HS) EQ(DB)I ,53C 'S3,E) CE C
C L,1I) S3C
C '(G,S3) (53,51) .'(Si,C) CCY
Z (Z,G) S1Y AC (ZJ) C (Y,A)
C(J,5S2) C -2,5S1) (S 1, B)CBY
S2
C (ZK, C (H,S2) -2, _(D,B)D
K (K,D)
Figure 4-2. Dynamic Programming Stages and Costs
The detailed computational steps are shown in Table 4-1. The value of Z in
step 8 is the optimal cost-to-go of the specified parameter(s) as mentioned in the stage
cost computation. If we extend the path forward from Z to A as in step 9, the outcome
will be the optimal path from dynamic programming.
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Table 4-1. Dynamic Programming Strategy
4.1.2 Noise Optimization Formulation
The objective function of the nonlinear optimization problem is a weighted
integral of noise perceived at the ground level throughout approach. In particular, the
weight factor considers the population and noise sensitivity of communities near the
airport. Constraints on the optimization include initial and terminal conditions, the
maximum feasible flap, velocity and altitude change rate, and a set of specified
waypoints during approach. Therefore, the noise optimization problem could be
formulated as
min
where
f = JW (t) Noise (V (t), h (t), Flap (t), t)dt (4.1)
W(t): noise weight at time t
V(t): aircraft velocity at time t
h(t): altitude at time t
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Step 1 A=O
Step 2 Y=A+C(Y,A)
Step 3 C=Y+C(C,Y); B=Y+C(B,Y)
Step 4 S1=min{C+C(S1,C), B+C(S1,B)}, record selection
Step 5 E=C+C(E,C); D=B+C(D,B)
Step 6 S3=min{E+C(S3,E), S1+C(S3,S1)},S2=min{S1+C(S2,S1), D+C(S2,D)}, record selections
Step 7 F=E+C(F,E); I=S3+C(I,S3); G=S3+C(G,S3);J=S2+C(J,S2); H=S2+C(H,S2); K=D+C(K,D)
Step 8 Z=min{F+C(Z,F), I+C(Z,I), G+C(Z,G), J+C(Z,J),H+C(Z,H), K+C(Z,K)}, record selection
Step 9 Select the optimal path from Z to A with the records in
steps 4, 6, and 8
Flap(t): flap setting at time t
subject to
Initial conditions
Terminal conditions
Maximum acceleration
Maximum altitude change rate
Maximum feasible flap change rate
Specified waypoint(s).
4.2 Computational Implementation
4.2.1 Dynamic Programming
There are several ways to define the cost of each segment. The two basic
choices are the estimated approach time, and the estimated fuel burn/emissions during
approach (emissions are proportional to the fuel burn because the operating condition
is constant). For the experiments discussed later in this thesis, three optimal paths
were generated in every simulation: the minimum time path, the minimum fuel
burn/emissions path, and a path reflecting a user selected mix of both time and fuel
burn considerations.
Estimation of Approach Time
After inputting the required initial and terminal conditions, the trajectory
generator asks the pilot for the proposed transition altitudes. Several options are
provided, with one of them allowing the pilot to specify the altitudes himself. Then
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the pilot will be asked for the proposed velocities at these chosen altitudes. Several
feasible choices and an option of free selection are provided. The total approach time
is estimated based on all velocity constraints with the assumption of smooth velocity
change.
Determination of Fuel Burn and Emissions
Total approach fuel burn is estimated by integrating fuel burn at each second.
If the aircraft engine is set to idle, the fuel burn per second is
fuel _ rate = C 3 (1- 3,2808x)
60 C/ 4  .(4.2)
Otherwise, fuel burn per second is
fuel _ rate= (+ )9 4 3 8 x V)F
60000 Cf 2  (4.3)
where h is the altitude, V is the velocity, F is a constant that is approximately 10%-
15% of the maximum thrust output, and Cf-, Cf, C0 , and C are from the Aircraft
Performance Operational Files."
Four major aircraft emissions, C0 2, SO 2, NOx, and CO, are proportional to
fuel consumption mass. " These emissions can be formulated as
C0 2 (g) = 3155 x fuel _ burn(kg) (4.4)
S0 2 (g) = 0.8 x fuel burn(kg) (4.5)
NO, (g) =EINO x fuel burn(kg) (4.6)
CO(g)= EICO x fuel _ burn(kg) (4.7)
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where EINOx and EICO are from the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) Engine Exhaust Emissions Data Bank.' 2
Combining Time and Fuel Burn
During the dynamic programming segment of the algorithm, after the
minimum time path and minimum fuel burn path are generated, the pilot is asked to
specify the percentage count for time. With the input of a preferred emphasis within
the range 0%-100%, say x%, a path considering x% of time and (1-x%) of fuel
consumption will be calculated. Usually the quantities of time and fuel burn are not
on the same scale. Therefore, for the indicated emphasis to be represented correctly,
the amount of time and fuel burn should be adjusted appropriately before they are
summed together. In computation, the combined parameter combine fuel time for
the ith segment is defined as
combine _ fuel time i= time _ x xx%+ fuel 1 x%)
dyn _time dyn fuel(4.g
where time i and fuel i are the time and fuel burn needed for that segment; and
dyntime and dyn fuel are the minimum approach time and fuel burn from the
minimum time path and minimum fuel burn path, respectively.
4.2.2 Optimization
Cost Function
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The objective of the optimization problem is to reduce aircraft landing noise.
Aircraft noise includes airframe noise and engine noise, but only airframe noise is
calculated in this study because in the most modern aircraft, airframe noise is a
significant contributor to aircraft noise during noise abatement procedures such as the
Continuous Decent Approach and the Three-Degree Decelerating Approach. Sources
of airframe noise include flaps, slats, wing, tail, and landing gear.
The Overall Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) is a commonly used measurement
in acoustic studies. The OASPL due to airframe noise is a function of altitude,
velocity, flap setting, boundary layer thickness and wingspan. It can be expressed as
OASPL = 50logv(t) - 20logh(t) + Cf x flap(t) + 101og(8(t)b) + const (49)
where
v(t) aircraft velocity at time t;
h(t): 
-altitude at time t;
C _ f : flap coefficient;
flap(t): flap setting at time t;
8(t): boundary layer thickness at time t; and
b : wing span.
During the CDA and the TDDA approach, the altitude and velocity of the
aircraft are decreasing gradually. Therefore, no abrupt noise change occurs. Thus, we
can define the cost function of the optimization as the cumulative airframe noise:
f = 1[50 log v(t) -20 log h(t) + C _ f x flap(t) +10 log(8(t)b) + const].
1 (4.10)
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Defining States
Considering the computational complexity of the cost function, some of the
states are defined in logarithmic form such that the optimization problem could be
solved using linear programming:
X = [log v(1), log h(1), flap(1), log t(1), log v(2), log h(2), flap(2), log 3(2),...
log v(n), log h(n), flap(n), log 3(n)]4 . (4.11)
Partial Constraints
The initial and terminal conditions are represented in the optimization problem
as
I4 bInitial
I-4. -bInitial (4.12)
and
I4 ber
-[!4 er-, (4.13)
where
log v(1)
log h(1)
= flap(1)
log3(1)j (4.14)
~ log(v _initial)~
binitial = log(h initial)flap _initial
_log(35 initial)-, (4.15)
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logv(n)
log h(n)
" flap(n)
-log -(n) (4.16)
and
log(v _ ter)
_ = log(h ter)
flap ter
[log(s ter) (4.17)
These two inequalities can be formulated together as
0 ... .. 0 I4b
14 0 .0 X initial
-14 0 .. -. 0 -biial
_ 0 . 0 -14 
- term (4.18)
where
1 1
(4.19)
Waypoint constraints are considered comparable to the initial and terminal
constraints and thus are realized in a similar manner. If we assume that the maximum
flap change rate is flap-rate (unit deg/sec), this constraint can be formulated as
0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 flap rate
0 0 0 0 0 0 -l 0 0 0 1 0 ... flap rate
... 0 - 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 flap rate
... 0 - 0 0 0 1 0 flap rate
(4.20)
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However, the implementation of velocity and altitude constraints is more
complicated. As can be seen in the states definition, velocity and altitude are in
logarithmic forms. For this reason, the maximum change rate in the forms of v(i)-
v(i+1) < velocityrate and h(i)-h(i+1) - altrate cannot be implemented in the
same way as for the flap change rate constraint.
There are two possible solutions to this problem, focusing on either the states
or the constraints. The first solution, which changes the states setting, makes the
constraints implementation easy. However, this also makes the optimization problem
difficult and time consuming, due to its highly nonlinear nature.
The second solution is to adjust the constraints such that the constraints work
with logarithmic states. On the one hand, it is more challenging compared to the first
solution. On the other hand, once solved, this complicated nonlinear problem could be
optimized with linear programming quickly and easily. The second solution has been
developed in this work.
As mentioned above, the dynamic programming algorithm needs proposed
velocities and altitudes at transition points. We can thus estimate velocity and altitude
with the transition point information, and divide the maximum change rate by the
corresponding estimates. With proper math transformation, the velocity and altitude
change rate constraints can be represented in logarithmic form. If we take the velocity
as an example, the transformation is processed with the following procedures:
v(i) - v(i + 1) velocity _ rate (4.21)
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const velocity rate
est v(i)
v(i)-v(i+l) ! const_ ixestv(i)
v(i) ~ est _ v(i)
(1- const_ i)v(i) v(i +1)
log(1 - const 
_) + log v(i) log v(i +1); and
log v(i) - log v(i + 1) -log(1 - const _ i)
Therefore, the velocity constraint can be represented as
0 1 0 0 0 -1 0
... 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 ...
0 0 0 -1 0 ...
... 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 (n-I)x4n
Altitude constraints are formulated using a similar method.
-log(1-const 1)
_-log(1-const_(n-1))
(4.28)
4.3 Demonstration of Computer Simulation
To ease the application of this procedure, a set of Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI) were designed in this study to guide the trajectory generation process. Figure 4-
3 shows the start of the trajectory generation. After the user selects "Yes" in the first
interface, an interface for initial and terminal conditions is presented, as shown in
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(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
.. 0 1
Figure 4-4. Several choices are provided here as examples. However, applications
without the GUI guidance, as well as any real-time application, are not restricted to
the choices provided in Figure 4-4.
Start NAP Trajectory Genera
Figure 4-3. Graphical User Interfaces - Start
C [24511000]
C [23511000]
Ple esPe Iele clt -trm iial veoI I" cit lud j n fa
ettin
C [1355040]
[1305035]
C 45 nautical miles
C 46 nautical miles
47 nautical miles
Figure 4-4. Graphical User Interfaces - Initial and Terminal Conditions
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As can be seen in Figure 4-5, the third GUI lets the user select the procedure
transition conditions. Again, choices are not restricted to the data on this GUI. If the
user prefers a path with both the time and the fuel burn concern, the user can select
the needed emphasis of each concern on this GUI.
Please seleP.1Pte alftiud canddia t for p rocdr
C 7000ft 3000ft C 5000ft 3000ft r 2/3,/3ofinitiaeltitude
C 210&l9s knots C 195&Iakniats Ca 0&
C 205&l185 knots C190O& 1?5knots 20fl 80 nt
C 200 &180 knots C8g 1470knots DIU 8illlkn S
Pe se el t p0rcentag cou nt fo r tim r e:
Figure 4-5. Graphical User Interfaces - Transition Selection
The GUI shown in Figure 4-6 lets the user select their preferred path. This
path will be used in the following noise optimization.
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C Path with minimum approaching fuel
C Path with minimum approaching time
C Path with minimum fuel and time
Figure 4-6. Graphical User Interfaces - Path Selection
The GUI shown in Figure 4-7 supports receding horizon control. The first
question asks the user where the next optimization will start. If the user selects the
first answer, "where the last optimization ended", the new optimization will be faster
than if the user selects the second answer. However, if the user selects the second
choice, "one segment before the end," then the new optimization will give a smoother
new trajectory than that of the first choice.
r where last optimization end
e one segment before the end
CYes
C No
Figure 4-7. Graphical User Interfaces - Interaction
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Figure 4-8 shows the formats of graphical results. The experimental results are
interpreted, discussed and analyzed below in Section 4.4.
2402
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Figure 4-8. Graphical Results of Trajectory Generation
4.4 Computational Results
The results of the real time trajectory generation are presented in this section.
All cases discussed in this section use the same initial and terminal conditions: an
initial aircraft altitude of 11000 feet, an initial speed 240 of knots, an initial flap
setting of 0, an initial distance to runway of 45 nautical miles, a final altitude of 50
feet, a final speed of 135 knots, a final flap setting of 300 , and a final distance to
runway of 0. The optimal paths after dynamic programming are shown in Figure 4-9
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and Figure 4-10, assuming
altitudes, and 205 knots and
12000
10000
1-)
4-
4-
8000
6000
4000
2000
we choose 7000 feet and 3000 feet to be the transition
185 knots as the transition speed.
00 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Distance(nautical miles)
Figure 4-9. Dynamic Programming - Optimal Paths - 1
The x-axis in Figure 4-9 shows the aircraft's distance to the runway in nautical
miles; the y-axis represents the aircraft altitude. Figure 4-10 shows the same paths as
those represented in Figure 4-9 in a different way. In Figure 4-10, the transition points
are relocated for clarity.
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Path with minimum approaching time:
Z->F->E->C->Y->A C
Path with minimum fuel burn:
Z->K->D->B->Y->A Y
Path with minimum time (90%) and fuel (10%):
Z->G->S3->S1 ->C->Y->A
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\% Minimum Time: Z->F->E->C->Y->A
% % KMinimum Fuel: Z->K->D->B->Y->A
Minimum Time(90%) and Fuel(10%):
Z->G->S3->S1 ->C->Y->A
Figure 4-10. Dynamic Programming - Optimal Paths - 2
As can be seen in both Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10, three different paths are
chosen by the dynamic programming computation. The first path has the minimum
approach time. In this path, the aircraft flies levelly from position Z to F, then
descents gradually along a three-degree path to the airport. The second path, which
corresponds to the minimum fuel burn, features a smaller descent angle-2.5
degree-during most of the path. The figures also illustrate a third path considering
both the approach time and the fuel burn. In this path, the time concern is more
important than the fuel concern, and the aircraft passes positions Z, G, S3, Si, C, Y,
A before touchdown.
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The noise abatement trajectory reflecting the user selected mix of time and
fuel burn consideration with two receding horizon control optimizations is shown in
Figure 4-11. This three-dimensional figure shows the aircraft's altitude and velocity
change during landing. The aircraft that tracks this trajectory will descent from 11000
feet to ground level in approximately 800 seconds, while its velocity decreases from
240 knots to 135 knots.
12000
10000
$ 8000-
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. 4000
< 2000
0
250
600
200 .-,e (8
800
1000
Figure 4-11. Minimum Time and Fuel (90/10) Trajectory
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The NAP trajectory corresponding to the minimum fuel approach with two
receding horizon control optimizations is shown Figure 4-12. The second
optimization starts with deviations of -10 knots in velocity and +150 feet in altitude
from the reference trajectory. The deviation is clearly shown in the figure by the gap
and its indicated magnitude.
12000
10000
D 8000
6000,
2- 160 ft
<2000
0
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1 200 tl1o0
9/0 800
.10150< 400
0 200 X m e
Figure 4-12. Minimum Fuel Trajectory with Tracking Deviation
A NAP trajectory corresponding to the minimum time approach with a
waypoint change is shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. According to the
controller's command in this scenario, the trajectory with the command change has a
higher average speed and the total approach time is consequently reduced from 822
sec to 803 sec.
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The costs of three trajectories with the same initial and terminal conditions and
constraints as those shown in Figure 4-9 are compared in Table 4-2. The results are
calculated using data from a Boeing 757-300 with two Rolls-Royce RB211-535E4B
turbofans.12 The computational results demonstrate that, for example, a trajectory
considering 90% of time and 10% of fuel will bring a time increase of 2 seconds
(0.2%) compared to the minimum time trajectory and a fuel burn increase of 20 kg
(6.6%) compared to the minimum fuel trajectory.
Table 4-2. Trajectory Costs
Path Minimum Time and
Cost Minimum Time Minimum Fuel Fuel T9/0)
Time (sec) 803 100% 820 102.1% 805 100.2%
Fuel Burn (kg) 338.6 112.2% 301.6 100% 321.6 106.6%
Noise Integral 43577.4 100% 44994.7 103.3% 44007.1 101.0%(db) _____
CO2 (g) 1068334 112.3% 951672 100% 1014503 106.6%
SO2 (g) 270.9 112.3% 241.3 100% 257.2 106.6%
NO, (g) 1191.9 112.3% 1061.8 100% 1131.9 106.6%
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Chapter 5
Controller Tools
This chapter presents a real-time air traffic control model. In addition, the
design of the aircraft status display and the design of the controller interface are also
discussed in this chapter.
5.1 Air Traffic Control Problem Formulation
5.1.1 Objectives
The major objectives for controllers in the air traffic control simulations were
to maintain minimum separation during approach and to maximize airport throughput.
Moreover, considering the complexity of real-time applications, minimizing the
unnecessary commands and trajectory changes made by controllers was also an
essential objective.
5.1.2 Constraints
There were three types of constraints on the air traffic control simulation. First,
all aircraft performed the Three-Degree Decelerating Approach where aircraft will fly
on a 3' continuous descent path, which is extended backward from the airport. In
addition, the velocity of the landing aircraft decreased smoothly during approach, and
the deceleration rates for the altitude and velocity were bounded by aircraft
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performance limitations. These assumptions were made to limit the investigation to
the controllers' ability to separate aircraft performing noise abatement procedures.
Second, controllers were not allowed to violate the minimum separation
between adjacent aircraft during approach. Different types of aircraft have different
minimum separation constraints. By convention, controllers classify aircraft into three
categories: heavy, large, and small. Table 5-1 shows the separation minima for
different types of aircraft. 13
Table 5-1. Separation Minima
Leading /c Heavy Large SmallFollowing ac_____
Heavy 4 nm 3 nm 3 nm
Large 5 nm 3 nm 3 nm
Small 6 nm 4 nm 3 nm
Third, the leading aircraft had a fixed trajectory that remained the same in all
experiments so that the same standard was used for different experiments when
measuring the airport's throughput.
5.1.3 Control Variables
Controllers could adjust the separation between adjacent aircraft by giving
speed commands during approach. In the experiments, four kinds of speed commands
were considered acceptable:
1. Maintain present speed;
2. Cancel speed restriction;
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3. Reduce speed at maximum rate; and
4. Reduce speed to ___ knots at __ ft.
The controller in an experiment was only allowed to give one command to
each aircraft at a time since simultaneous commands would confuse pilots. For
instance, the pilot could not perform "maintain present speed" and "reduce speed" at
the same time. Moreover, to simplify the simulation, all commands in forms other
than those specified were prohibited.
5.2 Real-Time Air Traffic Control Model Structure
An air traffic control model was designed in this work to test the role of
controller tools in separating the aircraft performing noise abatement approaches. The
inputs of this model include aircraft initial conditions, weather conditions, and
controller's commands; the outputs of the model are aircraft status. Moreover, in each
simulation, the history of all the aircraft status was saved for further reference. Figure
5-1 shows the model architecture.
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Fleet Model|Plane B
Record
ATC Display
Figure 5-1. Model Architecture
5.3 Aircraft Modeling
5.3.1 Individual Aircraft Modeling
Aircraft models are essential for the air traffic control model. In the
experiment, the aircraft model was only used for trajectory simulation. Therefore, a
point mass model met all the requirements of the real-time simulation because only
the following states were required: the horizontal distance to runway, altitude,
velocity, absolute distance to runway, and estimated total time needed for approach.
More detailed information about the aircraft model is available in Appendix A.
Two aircraft models were developed with the Matlab Simulink. The first
model is for the lead aircraft, which has a fixed trajectory. The model is shown in
Figure 5-2. As can be seen, with initial and terminal conditions given, the only input
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Initial
Conditions
Controller
of this model is the time. The outputs are the states of the lead aircraft at the inputted
time. This model is used for the Plane A in all the fleet models.
Figure 5-2. Leading Aircraft Model
The second model is for the aircraft that respond to the real-time commands of
controller. As shown in Figure 5-3, with initial and terminal conditions given, the
inputs of this model are the command information, including the time, commands,
and the case number from the control panel. The outputs are the states of the aircraft
at the inputted time. This model is used for all the following aircraft in the real-time
simulation. Moreover, for some scenarios, an additional wind model is connected to
this model to better simulate the real-time situation.
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Figure 5-3. Following Aircraft Model
5.3.2 Aircraft Fleet Modeling
An aircraft fleet model is the integration of individual aircraft models. Three
fleets were modeled as part of this work. The Fleet One features three different types
of aircraft with the same initial velocity. The types are small, large, and heavy,
respectively. The Fleet Two also has three aircraft (heavy, large, heavy), but these
aircraft have different initial velocities. In addition, weather disturbances in the form
of white noise are applied to this fleet, and the noise power is assumed to be 0.01. The
Fleet Three has five aircraft (small, large, heavy, small, heavy), and the aircraft have
different initial velocities. However, the wind noise power is 0.015 in this fleet.
For each aircraft in the fleet, the model needs the following inputs before
starting a simulation:
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1. Aircraft type (small, large, heavy);
2. Maximum velocity deceleration (unit knots/sec);
3. Wind condition (wind speed, unit knots, positive if head wind);
4. Noise power (for wind model);
5. Initial altitude (unit feet), velocity (unit knots), and horizontal distance to
runway (unit nautical miles); and
6. Proposed terminal altitude (unit feet), velocity (unit knots), and horizontal
distance to runway (unit nautical miles).
All initial inputs used for the Fleet One, Fleet Two and Fleet Three are
available in Appendix B.
An example of the fleet model-the structure of the Fleet Three model, which
has one leading aircraft and four following aircraft, is shown in Figure 5-4.
Figure 5-4. Fleet Three Model
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5.4 Controller Display Design
5.4.1 General Consideration
The controller display that was designed for the experiment included a control
panel, an aircraft status display, and a graphical interface for the computer simulation.
These displays were developed for three reasons. First, the control panel provides the
mechanism to give commands. Second, the aircraft status display allows controllers to
learn about the aircraft under their control. Third, the graphical user interfaces guide
the controllers through the simulation.
Several factors must be considered when designing displays for controllers.
For instance, it is important that all the displays have the right symbol sizes; moreover,
if a display has a complicated pattern, we need to design it properly so that the
controllers can understand the information it carries effortlessly. Another requirement
is that the design should have a satisfactory visual performance for application. 14
5.4.2 Control Panel Design
As mentioned in 5.1.3, four command options were provided in the control
panel for all the following aircraft. The leading aircraft has a fixed trajectory. The
feasible command was limited to the following types: (1) maintain present speed; (2)
cancel speed restriction; (3) reduce speed at the maximum rate (about 1 knots/sec, the
rate varies according to different aircraft types); and (4) reduce speed to ___ knots
when reaching __ feet. The "cancel speed restriction" command will redirect the
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corresponding aircraft to a smooth deceleration toward the terminal conditions (50
feet, 135 knots, 0 distance to runway, as specified in Appendix A).
Considering the response time of the pilot and aircraft, an assumption that all
commands will be applied five seconds after given is made and realized in the aircraft
model. Figure 5-5 shows the control panel used for the Fleet One and Fleet Two,
which each had three aircraft.
I I
Figure 5-5. Control Panel For Fleet One and Fleet Two
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Trajectory for Plane A is fixed
5.4.3 Aircraft Status Display
The aircraft status display provided the distance to runway, altitude, and
velocity to the air traffic controller. Five aircraft status displays were designed. The
first two displays, as shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, are closest to the standard
air traffic control display format but in one dimension. The separation bars in Figure
5-7 can be considered as the projections of the distance rings in the real air traffic
two-dimension display.
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Figure 5-6. ATC Display Design - I, Standard ATC Display
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In a one dimensional air traffic display as shown in Figure 5-6, the axis
represents the distance to runway in nautical miles, other information provided
includes the aircraft position on the axis, which is denoted by red crosses as in Figure
5-6, the aircraft's names (A, B, and C), the type of the aircraft if heavy, the aircraft
velocity in knots, and the altitude in 100 feet. In addition, a star appears between the
aircraft's position and name if that aircraft is under the controller's command. When
the controller cancels the speed restriction for that aircraft, the star disappears
immediately. When any of the aircraft in the fleet is within fifteen nautical miles from
the airport, a new zoomed display will appear as show on the right side of the Figure
5-6.
Figure 5-7. ATC Display Design - II, With Minimum Separation Bar
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Compared to the display in Figure 5-6, the air traffic display in Figure 5-7 has
an additional separation bar. The length of the bar between two aircraft is exactly the
minimum separation between them. This enables the controller to see the excess
separation between aircraft.
As can be seen in Figure 5-8, in the third display, the velocity information is
moved from the standard display panel to a velocity scope. The x-axis of the scope
represents the time, and the y-axis represents the aircraft velocities in knots. In the
velocity scope, the velocities of different aircraft are represented with different colors
including yellow, magenta, and cyan.
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Figure 5-8. ATC Display Design - III, With Velocity Scope
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The fourth display, as shown in Figure 5-9, has an additional state for each
aircraft, the distance to runway. It is shown next to the aircraft altitude in nautical miles.
The controller can therefore determine the distance between adjacent aircraft by
comparing their distance from the runway.
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Figure 5-9. ATC Display Design - IV, With Distance to Runway
As shown in Figure 5-10, the fifth display features two velocity displays in the
standard display panel and in a velocity scope. Therefore, the controllers had two
ways to determine the aircraft velocities.
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Figure 5-10. ATC Display Design - V, Traditional Display Plus Speed Scope
5.4.4 Graphical User Interface Design
Several graphical user interfaces have been designed to guide the subjects
through the tests. These interfaces are mainly used for the simulation introduction and
for the scenario selection. Figure 5-11 shows the interface that provides the
simulation objective. More examples of the graphical interfaces are available in
Appendix C.
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Figure 5-11. User Interface - Mission Objective
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Chapter 6
Controller Display Experiment
6.1 Experiment Design of the Displays of Aircraft Statuses
6.1.1 General Information
As shown in Section 5.4.3, several displays of aircraft statuses were designed
in a part of this work. In this section, we describe the experiment to compare these
displays. As mentioned in the previous chapter, all aircraft in the simulation use noise
abatement approach procedures. Therefore, the experiment results show the
effectiveness of different status displays in terms of helping controllers manage traffic.
Three scenarios were tested in this experiment. The first scenario features the
air traffic display as in Figure 5-6, the standard ATC display. The second scenario has
the air traffic display as in Figure 5-7, which is a standard display plus a minimum
separation bar. This separation bar allows users to visualize the minimum separation
as well as the excess separation between two adjacent aircraft. The third scenario has
the air traffic display as in Figure 5-8, where velocity is displayed on a scope instead
of on the traditional ATC panel. Different colors represent the velocity profiles of
different aircraft in the scope.
6.1.2 Experiment Description
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To test the effectiveness of different displays of the aircraft statuses, all other
conditions except the displays were the same so as to avoid bias in the experiment.1 4
These other conditions include the initial and terminal conditions, wind conditions,
and aircraft types. In the experiment, aircraft Fleet One as in Section 5.3.2 was used
for all the scenarios.
In each scenario, the subject's objective was to maximize the airport
throughput while maintaining minimum separation, which is shown in Figure 5-11.
As specified in Section 5.3.2, the types of planes A, B, and C are small, large, and
heavy, respectively. According to the separation minima in Table 5-1, the minimum
distance allowed in approach between planes A and B, and between planes B and C is
three nautical miles. Therefore, to maximize the airport throughput, controllers should
land all the aircraft as close to three nautical miles as possible, without violating the
minimum separation requirement.
The initial condition in the experiment is the same as the Fleet One (Section
5.3.2) initial input, which is defined in Appendix B. In particular, all aircraft will start
at a altitude of 11,000 feet, a velocity of 240 knots; the initial distances to the runway
are 35, 42, and 49 nautical miles for aircraft A, B, and C; the terminal conditions are
50 feet, 135 knots, and zero distance to runway for all three aircraft.
The default speed and altitude profiles for each aircraft were also defined in
the experiment. All aircraft were expected to maintain their velocity at 240 knots at
11,000 feet until the distance to the runway is less than 34.5 nautical miles, where the
aircraft would start descending from 11,000 feet to the runway on a three-degree
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decelerating path. In addition, the aircraft velocity would decrease from 240 knots to
135 knots smoothly along that three-degree path.
The test subjects could change the trajectories of the plane B and the plane C
by giving commands on their speed. For example, the scheduled velocity for the plane
B and the plane C will decrease all the way toward airport; therefore, the command
''maintain present speed" means speed up in relation to the original speed plan.
Moreover, the command "reduce speed at maximum rate" means slow down relative
to the original plan. It was possible for subjects to achieve the minimum separation by
using these command options appropriately.
6.1.3 Experiments Plan
Twelve subjects between the age of twenty and fifty participated in this
experiment. Most of them majored in aeronautics and astronautics and have some
background in the air traffic control. More information about the subjects is available
in Section 6.2.
In an effort to minimize the impact of learning effects on experimental results,
the experiment was conducted in six different orders for balance.15 Table 6-1 shows
the experiment schedule.
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Table 6-1. Order of Experiments
Subjects 1s" Run 2nd Run 3rd Run
Subject 1, Subject7 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Subject 2, Subject8 Scenario 1 Scenario 3 Scenario 2
Subject 3, Subject9 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 3
Subject 4, SubjectlO Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1
Subject 5, Subject 11 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Subject 6, Subject12 Scenario 3 Scenario 2 Scenario 1
6.2 Experiment Results
6.2.1 Subject Information
Figure 6-1 illustrates the background of the subjects of this experiment. The
information collected includes the age, gender, and major of the subjects, and their
familiarities with the air traffic control.
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Gender
Major
Transportation
Mechnical 8%
Engineering
Unban Planning
8%
Familiarity with ATC
Figure 6-1. Subject Information
6.2.2 Controllers' Performance Measurement
General Measurements
Several measurements were used in this work to evaluate the controllers'
performance. These measurements include the final separation between aircraft, the
minimum separation violation record during approach, and the number of commands
made during approach. An overall performance grade was also formulated. This grade
was intended to give a comprehensive measurement of the controllers' performance.
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The final separation can be used for the measurement of an airport's
throughput. The closer the final separation to the separation minima, the larger the
maximum number of aircraft a runway can land during rush hours.
The minimum separation violation record, which is collected during each
experiment, includes the scenario number, the leading aircraft's name, the following
aircraft's name, the start time, the length of the violation, the minimum separation
occurred during violation, and the cumulative (integral) of the violation. Table 6-2
shows an example of the violation record.
Table 6-2. Minimum Separation Violation Record Format
Leading Following Start Duration Minimum CumulativeScenario # Aircraft Aircraft Time (sec) Separation Violation
(sec) (nm) (nmxsec)
Scenario 3 A B 620 48 2.33 -17.71
Scenario 2 B C 684 94 2.23 -40.71
The number of commands made to each aircraft is recorded for each scenario.
This is because an optimal performance involves the minimum unnecessary
commands. However, this parameter is not as important as the previous ones because
safety concerns are the most important in air traffic control.
Overall Performance Grade Formulation
A grading policy intended to give a measurement of the overall performance
of the controller was designed. Specifically, a formula with unverified estimated
weightings is proposed and tested in the experiment. The reason for applying such a
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parameter is to encourage the subjects in this experiment in the form of a computer
game, where a final score is of the standard form. In addition, a final score is usually
easier for people to understand comparing to data table.
The grading algorithm can be summarized as:
1. Start at F points;
2. For every command made during the approach, - C points;
3. For every nmxsec violated during the approach, - Vnmsec points;
4. For every nm wasted at the end of approach minus the initial waste (the
waste nm if do nothing), - WASTE points;
5. For every nm gained at the end of approach compare to the initial waste
(the waste nm if do nothing), + GAIN points;
6. If the minimum separation occurred violates the minimum separation for
more than 0.25 nm, - MSO_0 points;
7. If the minimum separation occurred violates the minimum separation for
more than 0.5 nm, - MSO_1 points;
8. If the minimum separation occurred violates the minimum separation for
more than 0.75 nm, - MSO_2 points;
9. If the minimum separation occurred violates the minimum separation for
more than 1 nm, - MSO_3 points;
10. Compute gross score GrossScore with the grading steps 1-9;
11. Compute the best gross score available UpperScore (if no violation during
approach and no waste at the end of landing); and compute a bad gross
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score with several big violations LScore (the worst case, collision is not
acceptable and will score much lower than LScore); and
12. Normalized Score = (GrossScore - LScore) + (UpperScore - LScore)
x 100.
6.2.3 Controllers' Performance
Final Separation
Figure 6-2 shows the final separation in three scenarios. It's clear that among
all three scenarios, the third scenario has the least separation violations at the final
separation, in both the magnitude and the frequency. Final separation can also be used
to compute the airport throughput. Since all the subjects that participate in this test are
not professional controllers, a significant number of the subjects violated the
separation minima. However, this is not very often for the real controllers, and the
airport throughput is therefore not calculated.
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Figure 6-2. Final Separation
Minimum Separation Violation During Approach
The total number of minimum separating violation record for each scenario is
shown in Figure 6-3. This includes not only the violations at the final separation, but
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also the violations that occurred during the landing process and were recovered and
therefore cannot be observed at final separations. The results clearly show that the
third scenario has the minimum number of violation records.
Total Number of Minimum Separation Violation
Record for 3 Scenarios
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Figure 6-3. Total Number of Minimum Separation Violation Record
The magnitude of each separation minima violation varies a lot for different
scenarios. For example, some of the violations are found immediately and are
compensated by velocity adjustments very quickly, while others may not be noticed
for a long time and therefore lead to very critical situations.
The magnitude of the minimum separation that occurred during each violation
is a good measurement of the effectiveness of different air traffic displays because a
good display can help a controller notice the problem faster than with other displays.
Moreover, such a display provides adequate information for the controller to take the
appropriate corrective actions promptly.
The average minimum separation that occurred during violations is shown in
Figure 6-4. The third scenario has the average minimum separation of approximately
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2.5 nautical miles, which means the controllers violated the minimum separation by
0.5 nautical miles on average. However, in the second scenario, the controllers violate
the minimum separation by > 0.8 nautical miles on average.
Figure 6-4. Average Minimum Separation from Minimum Separation Violation
Record for Three Scenarios
The total cumulative violation, as shown in Figure 6-5, is an indication of the
extent of separation minima violation. This parameter features both the time range
and magnitude of violation. Again, the controllers in the third scenario have the best
performance for this parameter.
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Figure 6-5. Total Cumulative Violation During the Three Scenarios
The average cumulative violation during minimum separation violations is
shown in Figure 6-6. As shown, the third scenario has the lowest average cumulative
violation. In contrast, the second scenario has the highest average cumulative
violation.
Figure 6-6. Average Cumulative Violation
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Number of Commands Given
As can be seen in Figure 6-7, the average number of commands given in the
third scenario is the highest among all of the three scenarios. This shows that
controllers tend to make more changes in the third scenario. Results show that
controllers are usually more aware of the situation in the third scenario and thus make
changes to prevent separation violation.
Average Number of Commands Given
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Figure 6-7. Average Number of Commands Given
Most Preferred ATC Display
Results show that 83.33% of the subjects prefer the display in the second
scenario most. This display features a separation bar with the length of the minimum
separation shown in the tail of the leading aircraft in a fleet. Figure 6-8 shows the
distribution of subjects' preferences.
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Figure 6-8. Subjects' ATC Display Preferences
Estimated Overall Performance Grades
An overall performance score was computed for each run with estimated
weightings of the grading formula discussed in Section 6.2.2. As shown in Figure 6-9,
the average score could reflect the overall controller's performance with a set of
weightings. These weightings are estimated based on personal understanding and
assumptions of the system.
However, these weightings are not strictly proved. In fact, since we cannot
accurately measure the danger of different commands in magnitude, accurate
weightings may never be found. Thus, the weightings used in the experiment were
designed to encourage nonprofessional subjects.
In the experiment, 36 grades for 12 subjects ranged from 6.44 to 98.87. The
average grades for different scenarios are shown in Figure 6-9.
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Average Grade
Figure 6-9. Average Estimated Overall Performance Grade
6.3 Discussion
The results of the experiment show that 83% of the subjects prefer the ATC
display used in the second scenario. Many subject think the display in the third
scenario is confusing. However, this was surprising given that the aircraft status
display in the third scenario had the lowest number of separation violations. Moreover,
the results also indicate that the subjects actually had the worst performance with the
air traffic display in the second scenario.
There are several explanations for this interesting result. First, the subjects
might think they are in a safe situation as long as they keep the following aircraft
away from the minimum separation bar. Consequently, they did not notice the big
velocity difference between the two adjacent aircraft. For example, one subject kept
the following aircraft 50 knots faster than the leading one, and did not cancel the
maintain speed command until the follower almost hit the minimum, which lead to a
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severe separation violation. Consequently, it may be argued that the separation bar
encouraged the subjects to be more towards the minimum separation in an aggressive
manner.
Second, the velocity scope, though it requires more time for the subjects to
determine the exact velocities of each aircraft, actually gives the approximate velocity
range more quickly. The relative and approximate velocity might be all the
information that a controller needs to give an appropriate command.
Third, the scope sorts the three velocities automatically such that it will be
easier for the controller to compare velocities. In addition, the velocity scope gives
the history of velocity profile instead of just the current velocity. This helps the
controller to better understand the velocity change trends.
In summary, the graphical velocity display as in the third scenario has several
advantages. First, the graphical display gives more information of velocity comparing
to numerical displays. Second, the graphical display enables a direct comparison of
velocities. Third, it is easier for controllers to keep the adjacent aircraft at the same
velocity, and thus maintain the separation. Therefore, to improve controllers' ability
in separating aircraft performing noise abatement approaches, it is important that the
graphical velocity displays be designed and implemented.
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Chapter 7
Airport Throughput Experiment Design
7.1 Problem Formulation
The objective of the airport throughput experiment was to compare the airport
throughput under the conventional Instrument Landing System (ILS) approach to that
under the noise abatement approach. In the ILS approach experiment, the air traffic
display was restricted to the conventional ATC display. However, in the experiment
where aircraft use the noise reduction approach, the subjects had additional tools
other than the standard ATC display. These tools include the graphical velocity
display as described in the previous chapter.
7.2 Scenarios
There are two scenarios that feature the ILS approach. The first scenario was
designed for light traffic conditions, while the second scenario was designed for
heavy traffic conditions. Similarly, two scenarios were designed for light and heavy
traffic conditions where aircraft perform the NAP approach. The definition of the
scenarios is shown in Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1. Airport Throughput Experiment Scenarios
Light Traffic Heavy Traffic
ILS Approach Scenario 1 Scenario 2
NAP Approach Scenario 3 Scenario 4
7.3 Experiment Design
Seventy-two subjects were needed to perform the airport throughput
experiment. As indicated above, there are four scenarios in each experiment. These
scenarios should be conducted in twenty-four different orders in different experiments
to balance the learning effect. Table 7-2 illustrates the experiment schedule.
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Table 7-2. Airport Throughput Experiment Order
Subjects 1 st Run 2n Run 3rd Run 4 th Run
Subjects 1,25,49 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Subjects 2,26,50 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 4 Scenario 3
Subjects 3,27,51 Scenario 1 Scenario 3 Scenario 2 Scenario 4
Subjects 4,28,52 Scenario 1 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 2
Subjects 5,39,53 Scenario 1 Scenario 4 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Subjects 6,40,54 Scenario 1 Scenario 4 Scenario 3 Scenario 2
Subjects 7,41,55 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Subjects 8,42,56 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 4 Scenario 3
Subjects 9,43,57 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 4
Subjects 10,44,58 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 1
Subjects 11,45,59 Scenario 2 Scenario 4 Scenario 1 Scenario 3
Subjects 12,46,60 Scenario 2 Scenario 4 Scenario 3 Scenario 1
Subjects 13,47,61 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 4
Subjects 14,48,62 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 4 Scenario 2
Subjects 15,49,63 Scenario 3 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 4
Subjects 16,50,64 Scenario 3 Scenario 2 Scenario 4 Scenario 1
Subjects 17,51,65 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Subjects 18,52,66 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 2 Scenario 1
Subjects 19,53,67 Scenario 4 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Subjects 20,54,68 Scenario 4 Scenario 1 Scenario 3 Scenario 2
Subjects 21,55,69 Scenario 4 Scenario 2 Scenario 1 Scenario 3
Subjects 22,56,70 Scenario 4 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1
Subjects 23,57,71 Scenario 4 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Subjects 24,58,72 Scenario 4 Scenario 3 Scenario 2 Scenario 1
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Noise and Emissions Reduction
This work has shown the benefits of the real-time noise abatement trajectory
generation. First, controllers and pilots could have more flexibility during approach
with this onboard algorithm. As shown in Chapter Three, the noise abatement
approach trajectories are designed with respect to real-time conditions, and the
trajectories are updated frequently during approach. Particularly, the receding horizon
control loop in the algorithm provides an instant feedback of the aircraft's deviation
to the system. Therefore, the newest trajectory generated by the algorithm will
compensate for the uncertainties that cause deviation, and will lead the aircraft back
to a feasible noise abatement trajectory.
Second, the algorithm applies dynamic programming so as to select an optimal
noise abatement path when generating trajectories. All the feasible choices are
composed of noise abatement procedures. Therefore, the trajectory generated in the
optimization is always noise abatement. This leads to the noise reduction in the
approach.
Third, because the trajectories generated with this algorithm enable a smooth
descending for the aircraft, the aircraft's engine can be set to idle during most of the
approach. Therefore, the aircraft's fuel burn, as well as pollutant emissions, will be
reduced significantly by the application of this algorithm.
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8.2 Display and Controllers' Performance
The air traffic display experiment has shown that the graphical velocity
display has advantages compared to the standard air traffic control display. As can be
seen from the experiment results, subjects usually perform better if the aircraft
velocity is displayed in the graphical scope, where the velocities are contrast instantly.
In particular, subjects that use the graphical velocity display break the separation
minima less often. In addition, when the subjects violate the separation requirement,
those who use the velocity scope generally make proper adjustment earlier than those
who use the standard display. Therefore, experiment results suggest that the graphical
velocity help controllers land aircraft safely.
8.3 Application Potentials
The onboard trajectory optimization algorithm that is presented in this thesis
might be applied to other optimization problems. The methodology can be used for
other real-time problems that require frequent feedback and have multiple objectives.
The real-time Air Traffic Control simulation model is applicable to more
complex problems and experiments. For example, this model can be used to find
effective air traffic display styles and controllers' command formats. Moreover, the
simulation model with interactive link between aircraft model and controller's control
panel could be used as the basic structure for many air traffic experiments.
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Appendix A. Aircraft Dynamics in Air Traffic
Control Model
A. 1 Single Aircraft Modeling
A. 1.1 Defining States
D2R_H(i) : horizontal distance to runway (nm) at time i (sec)
h(i) altitude (ft) at time i (sec)
v(i) velocity (knots) at time i
D(i) distance to runway at time i
T(i) estimated total time needed for approach at time i
Note T(i) will change with time due to trajectory deviation caused by controller's
commands and/or wind and other stochastic factors.
A. 1.2 Initial and Terminal Constraints
Initial Condition: h(0)=h_0, v(O)=v_0, D2RH(0)=D2R_H_0
Terminal Condition: h(T)=hT, v(T)=v_T, D2RH(T)=D2RH_T
A. 1.3 Assumptions
1. Default noise abatement approach: the Three-Degree Decelerating Approach.
2. Point mass model.
3. Initial altitude for all aircraft = 11000 feet (this will simplify the controller's task
and allow the controller to concentrate on aircraft separation during NAP, keeping
other factors from affecting the experimental results).
4. Minimum initial horizontal distance to runway 11000 ft x ft2nm + tan3*=34.5 nm
5. Terminal altitude 50 feet.
6. Terminal velocity 135 knots.
7. Terminal horizontal distance to runway 0 nm.
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Assumptions Summary
Three-Degree Decelerating Approach
h_0 = 11000 feet
D2R_H_0 > 34.5439 nm
h_T = 50 feet
v_T = 135 knots
D2R_H_T = 0 nm
11000 ft
V < 34.5 nmn
Figure 1. Assumptions
A.2 Case Design
Case 0: no new command from controller
Case 1: hold speed for T segI sec
Case 2: reduce speed to Y_2 knots in Tseg2 sec
Case 3: reduce speed to Y_3 knots at z_3 ft
A.2.1 For All Cases
Distance to the runway at the start point can be decided by the horizontal distance to the
runway and the slope of the descending path (assume 3* in this work), where the distance
to the runway at time i is a function of the distance to the runway at time (i-1) and the
velocity at time i and (i-1).
D(0): D(0) = D2RH(0) - 34.5439 + 34.5439 + cos3*
D2R H(0)-34.5
34.5 +- cos3*'
11000 ft
34.5 nm
Figure 2. Initial Distance to Runway
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D: D(i) = D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600
As shown in Figure 2, h(i), the altitude at time i, is either 11000 ft or on the 3* slope
proportional to the distance to the runway.
h: if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] + 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3*)
else h(i)= 11000
end
Assume the default velocity profile is pilot maintains aircraft speed v_0 at 11000 ft level
flight and then decreases velocity smoothly to vT during 3 degree descending. The
actual velocity profile is subject to the controller's command.
T(0): T(0) = [D2RH(0) - 34.5439] + v_0 x 3600
+ 34.5439 + cos3 x 2 + [v_0 + vT] x 3600
Case 0
No new command
Total approach time remains unchanged if no new controller command. Velocity is
either unchanged at 11000 ft or decelerates constantly during descending.
T: T(i) = T(i-1)
v: if h(i) = 11000 ft
v(i) = v(i-1)
else v(i) = v(i-1) - [v(i-1) - vT] [T(i) - i + 1]
end
D: Compute D(i) = D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600 as in For All Cases
h: Compute h(i) as in For All Cases above
(if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3)
else h(i) = 11000
end)
Case 1
Hold speed for T segI sec; assume this command is given at time t 1
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Velocity remains unchanged for T-seg 1 seconds.
v: v(t_1+1) = v(t_1+2) = ... = v(tl + Tseg1) = v(tl)
Recomputed the total approach time:
T: T(t_1+1) = T(t_1+2) = ... = T(t_1 + T segl)
= t_1 + Tsegl + 2 x [D(tl) - v(tl) x T segl + 3600] + [v(tl) + vT] x 3600
D: Compute D(i)= D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600 as in For All Cases
h: Compute h(i) as in For All Cases
(if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] + 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3*)
else h(i) = 11000
end)
When i > t_1 + TsegI and no new command, go to case 0, otherwise go to the
corresponding case.
Case 2
Reduce speed to Y 2 knots in T seg2 sec; assume this command is given at time t 2
Command feasibility check:
1. If the current speed is already lower than Y_2, a warning will be displayed and
the command will be disregarded;
2. Max_dclrt_ VA(or B,C,D,E) is the maximum feasible deceleration of velocity for
plane A(or B,C,D,E), if the proposed deceleration exceeds Max_dclrt_V_A, a
warning will be displayed and the velocity will decrease at the rate of
Max_dclrt_VA during Tseg2).
Determination of v, T, D, h:
If v(i-1) < Y_2
Display warning, and disregard command;
elseif [(v(t_2) - Y_2) + Tseg2] Max_dclrt_V
For i =t_2 + 1: : t_2 + T-seg2
v(i) = v(i-1) - [v(t_2) -Y_2] + Tseg2
T(i) = t_2 + T_seg2 + [D(t_2) - 0.5 x (v(t_2) + Y_2) x T seg2 + 3600] +
[0.5 x (Y_2 + VT)] x 3600
Compute D(i) = D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600 as in For All Cases
Compute h(i) as in For All Cases
(if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] + 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3)
else h(i) = 11000
end)
end
else
For i = t2 + 1 : 1 : t_2 + T-seg2
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v(i) v(i-1) - Max_delrtV
Y_2 = v(i-1) - T seg2 x Max_dclrt_V;
T(i)= t2 + T seg2 + [D(t_2) - 0.5 x (v(t2) + Y_2) x Tseg2 + 3600] +
[0.5 x (Y_2 + VT)] x 3600
Compute D(i) = D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600 as in For All Cases
Compute h(i) as in For All Cases
(if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] + 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3*)
else h(i) = 11000
end)
end
end
When i > t_2 + T seg2 and no new command, go to case 0; otherwise go to the
corresponding case.
Case 3
Reduce speed to Y 3 knots at z 3 ft; assume this command is given at time t 3
Distance to be flown over from the current altitude at time t_3 to the altitude Z_3 and
time to be used for this segment (assume constant deceleration even at level flight):
if D(t_3) < 34.5439/cos3degree
D_seg3 = [h(t_3) - Z_3] x ft2nm + sin3*
T_seg3 = Dseg3 + [0.5 x (v(t_3) + Y_3)] x 3600
else
D_seg3 = [D(t_3) - 34.5439/cos3*] + [11000 - Z_3] x ft2nm + sin3*
T_seg3 = Dseg3 + [0.5 x (v(t_3) + Y_3)] x 3600
end
Command feasibility check:
3. if current speed is already lower than Y_3, a warning will be displayed and the
command will be disregarded;
4. 2. Max_dclrt_VA(or B,C,D,E) is the maximum feasible deceleration of velocity
for plane A(or B,C,D,E), if the proposed deceleration exceeds Max_dclrt_V_A, a
warning will be displayed and the velocity will decrease at the rate of
Max_dclrt_V_A during T-seg3).
Determination of v, T, D, h:
If v(i-1)<Y_3
Display warning, and disregard command;
elseif [(v(t_3) - Y_3) + T seg3] Max_dclrt_V
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For i = t_3 + 1 : 1 : t_3 + T-seg3
v(i) = v(i-1) - [v(t_3) -Y_3] + T-seg3
T(i) = t_3 + Tseg3 + [D(t_3) - 0.5 x (v(t_3) + Y_3) x T seg3 + 3600] +
[0.5 x (Y_3 + VT)] x 3600
Compute D(i) = D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600 as in For All Cases
Compute h(i) as in For All Cases
(if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] + 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3*)
else h(i) = 11000
end)
end
Fori=t_3+ 1 : t : _3 + T seg3
v(i)= v(i-1) - Max_dlrt_V
Y_3 = v(i-1) - T seg3 x Max_delrt V;
T(i)= t_3 T_seg3 + [D(t_3) - 0.5 x (v(t_3) + Y3) x T seg3 + 3600] +
[0.5 x (Y_3 + V_T)] x 3600
Compute D(i) = D(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i)+v(i-1)] + 3600 as in For All Cases
Compute h(i) as in For All Cases
(if D(i) < 34.5439/cos3degree
h(i) = h(i-1) - 0.5 x [v(i) + v(i-1)] + 3600 x nm2ft x sin(3*)
else h(i) = 11000
end)
end
end
When i > t_3 + Tseg3 and no new command, go to case 0; otherwise go to the
corresponding case.
A.3 Fleet Modeling
A.3.1 Scenario Design
1. Three a/c different types (small large heavy), same initial velocity.
2. Three a/c (heavy large heavy), different initial velocity, white noise on velocity,
noise power 0.01.
3. Five a/c (small large heavy small large), different initial velocity, white noise on
velocity, noise power 0.0 15.
Taking the three aircraft scenarios for example, the simulation uses the following inputs.
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else
Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Altitude Ve Horizontal Altitude Velocity Horizontalt klocity Distance to Alt) Veloty Distance to(ft) (knots) Runwa (f) (knots) Runway (nm)
Plane A hOA v_0_A D2RHOA hTA vTA D2RHTA
Plane B h OB v0-B D2R H OB hTB vTB D2RHTB
Plane C hOC v_0_C D2RHOC hTC vTC D2RHTC
Scenario 1
Aircraft Type Maximum Deceleration Wind Noise Power
Plane A Small 1.2 knots/sec none none
Plane B Large 1.0 knots/sec none none
Plane C Heavy 0.8 knots/sec none none
Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Velocity Horizontal Velocity Horizontal
Alt (ft) (knots) D2R (nm) Alt (f) (knots) D2R (nm)
Plane A 11000 240 35 50 135 0
Plane B 11000 240 42 50 135 0
Plane C 11000 240 49 50 135 0
Scenario 2
Aircraft Type Maximum Deceleration Headwind Noise Power
Plane A Heavy 0.8 knots/sec 3 knots 0.01
Plane B Large 1.0 knots/sec 3 knots 0.01
Plane C Heavy 0.8 knots/sec 3 knots 0.01
Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Velocity Horizontal Velocity Horizontal
Alt (ft) (knots) D2R (nm) Alt (f) (knots) D2R (nm)
Plane A 11000 235 35 50 135 0
Plane B 11000 240 43 50 135 0
Plane C 11000 245 53 50 135 0
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Scenario 3
Aircraft Type Maximum Deceleration Headwind Noise Power
Plane A Small 1.2 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane B Large 1.0 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane C Heavy 0.8 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane D Small 1.2 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane E Heavy 1.0 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Aircraft Initial Condition Terminal Condition
type Alt (f Velocity Horizontal Alt (ft) Velocity Horizontall(f) I (knots) D2R(nm) (knots) D2R (nm)
Plane A Small 11000 235 35 50 135 0
Plane B Large 11000 240 43 50 135 0
Plane C Heavy 11000 245 53 50 135 0
Plane D Small 11000 245 61 50 135 0
Plane E Heavy 11000 245 69 50 135 0
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Appendix B. Initial Input For Aircraft Fleet Models
Initial Condition and Terminal Condition Format
Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Altitude Velocity Horizontal Altitude Velocity Horizontal
(feet) (knots) Distance to Afeet) (knots Distance toRunway (nm) Runway (nm)
Plane A hOA v_0_A D2RHOA hTA vTA D2RHTA
Plane B h_0_B v_0_B D2RHOB hTB vTB D2RHTB
Plane C hOC v_0_C D2RH_0_C hTC vTC D2RHTC
Fleet One Initial Input
Aircraft Type Maximum Deceleration Wind Noise Power
Plane A Small 1.2 knots/sec none none
Plane B Large 1.0 knots/sec none none
Plane C Heavy 0.8 knots/sec none none
Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Velocity Horizontal Velocity Horizontal
Alt (ft) (knots) D2R (in) Alt (ft) (knots) D2R (nm)
Plane A 11000 240 35 50 135 0
Plane B 11000 240 42 50 135 0
Plane C 11000 240 49 50 135 0
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Fleet Two Initial Input
Aircraft Type Maximum Deceleration Headwind Noise Power
Plane A Heavy 0.8 knots/sec 3 knots 0.01
Plane B Large 1.0 knots/sec 3 knots 0.01
Plane C Heavy 0.8 knots/sec 3 knots 0.01
Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Alt (ft) Velocity Horizontal Alt (ft) Velocity Horizontal(knots) D2R (nm) (knots) D2R (nm)
Plane A 11000 235 35 50 135 0
Plane B 11000 240 43 50 135 0
Plane C 11000 245 53 50 135 0
Fleet Three Initial Input
Aircraft Type Maximum Deceleration Headwind Noise Power
Plane A Small 1.2 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane B Large 1.0 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane C Heavy 0.8 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane D Small 1.2 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Plane E Heavy 1.0 knots/sec 5 knots 0.015
Aircraft Initial Condition Terminal Condition
Type Alt (ft) Velocity Horizontal Alt (ft) Velocity Horizontal(knots) D2R (nm) nots) D2R (nm)
Plane A Small 11000 235 35 50 135 0
Plane B Large 11000 240 43 50 135 0
Plane C Heavy 11000 245 53 50 135 0
Plane D Small 11000 245 61 50 135 0
Plane E Heavy 11000 245 69 50 135 0
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Appendix C. Graphical User Interfaces in Air Traffic
Control Model
START GAME?
~-
Initial and Terminal Conditions:
Initial Conditions Terminal Conditions
A/CType
Aft Velocity D2R Alt Velocity D2R
Plane A small 11000 235 35 50 135 0
Plane B Large 11000 240 43 50 135 0
Plane C Heavy 11000 245 53 50 135 0
Plane D Small 11000 245 61 50 135 0
Plane E Heavy 11000 245 69 50 135 0
Please run INITIALCONDITIONSS3.mdl to input initial
conditions(click the play button in simulink).
Important Hint: It do nothing, the final separation between A&B,
B&C, C&D, D&E compare to minimum separation will be +1.5,
+2.6, -2.2, +1.8.
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Level Selection
close
close
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Caution!
Maximum Deceleration!
Required speed change > maximum
deceleration allowed, Will perform most
aggressive yet feasible speed change
now,
close
Oops!
Current speed is already lower than the
proposed low speed, this command is
disregarded.
Oops!
Current altitude is already lower than the
proposed low altitude. this cornmand is
disregarded.
Appendix D. List of Programs for Onboard
Optimization
Category File Name Type Description
GUI Mainguide_ .m M file; Figure Start trajectory generation
Mainguide 1 .fig file
GUI Mainguide_2.m M file; Figure Initial and Terminal Conditions
Mainguide 2.fig file
GUI Mainguide_3.m M file; Figure Transit conditions
Mainguide 3.fig file
GUI Mainguide_4.m Figure file Select path
Mainguide 4.fig
GUI Mainguide_5.m M file; Figure Deviation, the second receding
Mainguide 5.fig file horizon start
Function Dynamic 10.m M file Dynamic programming for path
Dynamic 10_fsi.m selection
Dynamic 10_fs_2.m
Subdynamiccftl.m
Subdynamiccft2.m
Subdynamicfuelandtimel.m
Subdynamic fuelandtime2.m
Function BYA.m M file Define transition constraints to Initial
CYA.m and terminal conditions for receding
DBYA.m horizons
ECYA.m
SI BYA.m
S ICYA.m
Function Compdis.m M file Distance to runway, noise, and total
Compnoise.m approach time computation
Comp time.m
Function NANPmainforsimulink.m M file Algorithm main program
NANPmain fs_ .m
NANPmainfs_2.m
NANPmain fs 3.m
NANPmain fs 4.m
Function OPTM.m M file Optimization
OPTM2.m
OPTM3.m
Function Command0904.m M file Plot receding horizons
Simulink ModelwithGUI Model file Simulation model
snapomodel
MAT etlfirsthalf Data file Aircraft states saved and read during
et2_sechalf simulation
etfirsthalf
etsechalf
HI firsthalf
HIsechalf
H2_firsthalf
H2_sechalf
TI firsthalf
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TI sechalf
T2 firsthalf
T2 sechalf
VI firsthalf
VI sechalf
V2 firsthalf
V2 sechalf
Appendix E. List of Programs for Controller Tools
Category File Name Type Description
GUI ATCpanalbeg.m; M file; Figure Real-time control interface for Fleet
ATCpanalbeg.fig file One
GUI ATCpanal begold.m M file; Figure Real-time control interface for Fleet
ATCpanal beg_old.fig file One with the option of decrease
speed to knots during _ sec.
GUI ATCpanalexp.m; M file; Figure Real-time control interface for Fleet
ATCpanal exp.fig file Three
GUI ATCpanalexpold.fig Figure file Real-time control interface for Fleet
Three with the option of decrease
speed to knots during sec.
GUI ATCpanal-mid.m M file; Figure Real-time control interface for Fleet
ATCpanal mid.fig file Two
GUI ATCpanal mid old.fig Figure file Real-time control interface for Fleet
Two, with the option of decrease
speed to knots during _ sec.
GUI gl.m; gl.fig M file; Figure Start game
file
GUI g2.m; g2.fig M file; Figure Level selection
file
GUI INCS.m;INCS.fig M file; Figure Initial and terminal conditions
file display and setting guide for Fleet 1
GUI INCS_S2.m;INCS_S2.fig M file; Figure Initial and terminal conditions
file display and setting guide for Fleet 2
GUI INCSS2_new.m;INCS_S2_new.fig M file; Figure Initial and terminal conditions
file display and setting guide for Fleet 1,
scenario 2
GUI INCSS3.m;INCS_S3.fig M file; Figure Initial and terminal conditions
file display and setting guide for Fleet 3
GUI INCS_S3_new.m;INCS_S3_new.fig M file; Figure Initial and terminal conditions
file display and setting guide for Fleet 1,
scenario 3
GUI Infeasible.m; infeasible.fig M file; Figure Report command exceeding
file Max dclrt V
GUI Infeasible2.m; infeasible2.fig M file; Figure Report current velocity already lower
file than command
GUI Infeasible3.m; infeasible3.fig M file; Figure Report current altitude already lower
file than command
GUI mission.m; mission.fig M file; Figure Mission statement
file
Simulink INITIALCONDITIONS.mdl Simulink Fleet 1 initial and terminal conditions
Model file setting
Simulink INITIALCONDITIONSS2.mdl Simulink Fleet 2 initial and terminal conditions
Model file setting
Simulink INITIALCONDITIONSS3.mdl Simulink Fleet 3 initial and terminal conditions
Model file setting
Simulink SIMULATION_Si.mdl Simulink Fleet 1 model, scenario 1
Model file
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Simulink SIMULATION_Sinew2.mdl Simulink Fleet 1, scenario 2 model
Model file
Simulink SIMULATION_Sinew3.mdl Simulink Fleet 1, scenario 3 model
Model file
Simulink SIMULATIONS2.mdl Simulink Fleet 2 Model
Model file
Simulink SIMULATIONS3.mdl Simulink Fleet 2 Model
Model file
Simulink Windmodel.mdl Simulink Wind model
Model file
MAT altall.mat Data file All altitude data record
MAT btimeoldmat.mat Data file Reference for last command time for
plane B
MAT Casenumberall.mat Data file Case number change all plane
MAT cbmat.mat Data file Real-time updating case number for
plane B
MAT cboldmat.mat Data file Real-time reference for plane B case
number
MAT ccmat.mat Data file Real-time updating case number for
plane C
MAT ccoldmat.mat Data file Real-time reference for plane C case
number
MAT cdmat.mat Data file Real-time updating case number for
plane D
MAT cdoldmat.mat Data file Real-time reference for plane D case
number
MAT cemat.mat Data file Real-time updating case number for
plane D
MAT ceoldmat.mat Data file Real-time reference for plane E case
number
MAT ctimeoldmat.mat Data file Reference for last command time for
plane E
MAT dtimeoldmat.mat Data file
MAT etimeoldmat.mat Data file
MAT initialTDVH.mat Data file
MAT matlabworkspace.mat Data file
MAT separationAB.mat Data file Separation for A & B at all time
MAT separation AB L.mat Data file
MAT separation _BC.mat Data file Separation for B & C at all time
MAT separationCD.mat Data file Separation for C & D at all time
MAT separationDE.mat Data file Separation for D & E at all time
MAT TDVH.mat Data file
MAT time.mat Data file
MAT tsegl bmat.mat Data file Real-time Tsegl_B from control
interface
MAT tseglemat.mat Data file Real-time Tsegl_C from control
interface
MAT tsegl dmat.mat Data file Real-time T_segl _D from control
interface
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MAT tseglemat.mat Data file Real-time Tsegl_E from control
interface
MAT tseg2bmat.mat Data file Real-time T_seg2_B from control
interface
MAT tseg2cmat.mat Data file Real-time T_seg2_C from control
interface
MAT tseg2dmat.mat Data file Real-time Tseg2_D from control
interface
MAT tseg2emat.mat Data file Real-time Tseg2_E from control
interface
MAT tseg3bmat.mat Data file Real-time T_seg3_B from control
interface
MAT tseg3cmat.mat Data file Real-time T_seg3_C from control
interface
MAT tseg3dmat.mat Data file Real-time T_seg3_D from control
interface
MAT tseg3emat.mat Data file Real-time T_seg3_E from control
interface
MAT vchangebcase2mat.mat Data file Velocity change for B in case 2
MAT vchangebcase3mat.mat Data file Velocity change for B in case 2
MAT vchangeccase2mat.mat Data file Velocity change for C in case 2
MAT vchangeccase3mat.mat Data file Velocity change for C in case 2
MAT vchangedcase2mat.mat Data file Velocity change for D in case 2
MAT vchangedcase3mat.mat Data file Velocity change for D in case 2
MAT vchangeecase2mat.mat Data file Velocity change for E in case 2
MAT vchangeecase3mat.mat Data file Velocity change for E in case 2
MAT y2bmat.mat Data file Real-time Y_2 from control interface
for case B
MAT y2cmat.mat Data file Real-time Y_2 from control interface
for case C
MAT y2dmat.mat Data file Real-time Y_2 from control interface
for case D
MAT y2emat.mat Data file Real-time Y_2 from control interface
for case E
MAT y3bmat.mat Data file Real-time Y_3 from control interface
for case B
MAT y3cmat.mat Data file Real-time Y_3 from control interface
for case C
MAT y3dmat.mat Data file Real-time Y_3 from control interface
for case D
MAT y3emat.mat Data file Real-time Y 3 from control interface
for case E
MAT z3bmat.mat Data file Real-time Z_3 from control interface
for case B
MAT z3cmat.mat Data file Real-time Z_3 from control interface
for case C
MAT z3dmat.mat Data file Real-time Z_3 from control interface
for case D
MAT z3emat.mat Data file Real-time Z 3 from control interface
for case E
Function atcpgui M file
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Function CaselTB.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
B at case 1
Function Casel _TC.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
C at case 1
Function CaselTD.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
D at case 1
Function CaselTE.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
E at case 1
Function Casel_VB.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane B
in case 1
Function Casel_VC.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane C
in case 1
Function CaselVD.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane D
in case 1
Function CaselVE.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane E
in case 1
Function Case2_TB.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
B at case 2
Function Case2_TC.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
C at case 2
Function Case2_TD.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
D at case 2
Function Case2_TE.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
E at case 2
Function Case2_VB.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane B
in case 2
Function Case2_VC.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane C
in case 2
Function Case2_VD.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane D
in case 2
Function Case2_VE.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane E
in case 2
Function Case3_TB.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
B at case 3
Function Case3_TC.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
C at case 3
Function Case3_TD.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
D at case 3
Function Case3_TE.m M file Output: total approach time for plane
E at case 3
Function Case3_VB.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane B
in case 3
Function Case3_VC.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane C
in case 3
Function Case3_VD.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane D
in case 3
Function Case3_VE.m M file Output: real-time velocity of plane E
in case 3
Function caseb.m M file Output: updated plane B case number
Function casec.m M file Output: updated plane C case number
Function cased.m M file Output: updated planeD case number
Function casee.m M file Output: updated plane E case number
Function commandtimeb.m M file Output: latest command time for
________________~~~~~~~~ _________________________________ 
I 1 I1 I
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plane B without pilot delay
Function commandtime c.m M file Output: latest command time for
plane C without pilot delay
Function commandtime d.m M file Output: latest command time for
plane D without pilot delay
Function commandtime e.m M file Output: latest command time for
plane E without pilot delay
Function DTseg3_B.m M file D_seg3 and Tseg3 for plane B in
case 3
Function DTseg3_C.m M file D_seg3 and Tseg3 for plane C in
case 3
Function DTseg3_D.m M file D_seg3 and Tseg3 for plane D in
case 3
Function DTseg3_E.m M file D_seg3 and Tseg3 for plane E in
case 3
Function Finalscore_3ac.m M file Compute final score for Fleet 1
Function Finalscore_3acS2.m M file Compute final score for Fleet 2,
grading policy change from for Fleet
1 due to initial setting change
Function Finalscore_3acS3.m M file Compute final score for Fleet 3,
grading policy change from for Fleet
1 due to initial setting change
Function gl.m M file
Function g2.m M file
Function minsep3.m, minsep5.m M file Minimum separations from aircraft
type
Function Realtimeplot.m M file
Function Realtimeplot5.m M file
Function realtimeplot-new2.m M file
Function realtimeplot new3.m M file
Function realtimeplot-new4.m M file
Function Tseglb.m M file Output: plane B Tsegl in case 1
Function Tseglc.m M file Output: plane C T segI in case 1
Function Tsegld.m M file Output: plane D T segI in case 1
Function Tsegle.m M file Output: plane E T segI in case 1
Function Tseg2b.m M file Output: plane B T seg2 in case 2
Function Tseg2c.m M file Output: plane C T seg2 in case 2
Function Tseg2d.m M file Output: plane D T seg2 in case 2
Function Tseg2e.m M file Output: plane E T seg2 in case 2
Function windmodel.m M file wind model
Function y2b.m M file Output: plane B Y_2 knots in case 2
Function y2c.m M file Output: plane C Y_2 knots in case 2
Function y2d.m M file Output: plane D Y_2 knots in case 2
Function y2e.m M file Output: plane B Y_2 knots in case 2
Function y3b.m M file Output: plane B Y_3 knots in case 3
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Function y3c.m M file Output: plane C Y_3 knots in case 3
Function y3d.m M file Output: plane D Y_3 knots in case 3
Function y3e.m M file Output: plane E Y_3 knots in case 3
Function z3b.m M file Output: plane B Z_3 ft in case 3
Function z3c.m M file Output: plane C Z_3 ft in case 3
Function z3d.m M file Output: plane D Z_3 ft in case 3
Function z3e.m M file Output: plane E Z_3 ft in case 3
Function Finalscore_5ac.m M file Compute final score for Fleet 3
